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Abstract

It is demonstrated that the ultrasonic impact peening (UIP) technique is a beneficial method for essential increase in the

fatigue durability of metallic materials due to the surface nanocrystallization and hardening process provided for severe

plastic deformation of surface via multiple impacts of high velocity impact pins. Nano-scale grain structures were obtained

in the surface layers of stainless steel, low carbon steel weld and different titanium alloys using developed equipment for the

UIP. Both the surface nanostructure and compressive residual stresses are shown to attribute to the essential hardness

increase. It is revealed experimentally using profilometry that new modification of the UIP apparatus providing high

velocity ‘‘sliding’’ impacts leads to marked diminution of the surface roughness, which is another important factor

affecting to the fatigue cracks initiation process. The two-dimensional finite element model is used to simulate the indent

formation process during single impaction. The solid steel pin and the Al alloy plate are modeled as a rigid material and an

elasto-plastic material, respectively. It is shown that the surface roughness magnitude depends on the correlation of the

vertical and lateral load components.

r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The materials failure including wear, corrosion and fatigue is well known to be dependent on the material
surface state [1,2]. Therefore, improvement in the surface layers’ properties by changing their grain structure,
hardness, and residual stresses is very actual.

Recently ultrasonic shot peening [3–6] (other name is surface mechanical attrition treatment) with
intermediate shot elements, which leads to the surface nanocrystallization and hardening process [7], has been
studied, along with traditional shot peening [8,9]. Ultrasonic impact peening (UIP) utilizes another loading
scheme [10] consisting in use of steel pins positioned into impact head installed on the ultrasonic horn tip.
Recently, the UIP has been successfully used to improve the fatigue life of welded constructions [10,11]. The
UIP leads to the most marked fatigue improvement among the other methods for sever plastic deformation
ee front matter r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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(SPD) of materials surfaces [12]. Besides, the UIP processing seems could be more controllable in comparison
with those SPD methods consisted in random impacting of metallic components by high-energy balls.

For the first time, scientists from different countries independently considered the UIP as one of SPD
methods in 70th of last century, viz., Krylov and Polischuk (1970, Russia) [13], Feng and Graff (1972, USA)
[14], Prokopenko et al. (1974, Ukraine) [15], and Statnikov et al. (1977, Russia) [16]. Currently, many
modifications of apparatus, which use various loading schemes, have been developed and great practical
benefits consisting in the enhancement of the materials functional properties have been demonstrated.
However, the physical bases of deformation processes during the UIP processing are still in discussion due to
the absence of systematic studies for mechanisms of structural evolution and hardening process.

Recently, a novel scheme and device for the UIP were proposed [17], which permit sufficiently homogeneous
processing of large flat surfaces. Evenness of the surface structural state, the surface hardness and roughness
can be achieved using repetitive high frequency impacts by the processed surface and simultaneous shifting of
pin/sample during single impaction [18]. These features can be produced either by rotation of the impact head
or rotation/vibration of sample itself. Both contact-shifting conditions during single indentation and multi-
directionality of indentations promote essential refinement of grains/crystallites [3,18,19]. It should be noticed
also that the rough surface created by SPD methods might mask the beneficial effect of a surface
microstructure even in the nano-scale range. Indeed, roughness may induce stress concentration at specific
points, thus facilitating crack initiation under fatigue conditions [2,8,20–22]. Therefore, surface mechanical
treatments should be performed in regimes, which would provide the lowest surface roughness characteristics.
Shot peening or ultrasonic shot peening can produce the lowest surface roughness only after relatively
prolonged treatment. On the contrary, markedly reduced treatment time is shown to need for the UIP
processing presented in this paper to meet the lowest surface roughness requirements. The surface roughness
was studied experimentally by profilometry. Besides, two-dimensional (2D) finite element (FE) model is
developed, which describes the indent contours formed on the surface of the Al alloy sample after impaction
by a rigid ball.

2. Experimental details

2.1. UIP processing details

The UIP equipment consists of an ultrasonic generator with a frequency of 21 kHz and a power output of
0.6 kW, a piezo-ceramic transducer, a step-like ultrasonic horn made from durable Ti-alloy and the impact
head installed on the horn tip. The impact head (Fig. 1) contains cylindrical pin(s) (diameter of 5mm, length
of 18mm, and mass of 3 g), which may move easily within a gap between the horn tip and the sample surface
treated. The pins acquire their kinetic energy from the vibrating ultrasonic horn tip and produce impacts by
Fig. 1. Impact heads used for the UIP processing of flat (a,c) and round-bar (b) samples: (1) sample, (2) pin(s), (3) head body,

(4) ultrasonic horn. oh, os are the head/sample linear components of rotation velocities, Rh, Rs are the appropriate radii. Note that in case

(c) the lateral load component arises due to low frequency vibrations of the processed sample.
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the surface being treated, providing the normal (vertical) component of load. Besides, different processing
schemes used in this study (Fig. 1) allow producing the lateral component of load during the pin impaction by
the sample surface. Scheme A consists in constrained rotation of the seven-pin head around the horn axis
during the UIP processing, while a flat sample is fixed (Fig. 1a) [17,18]. The round bar sample is rotated
purposely during the UIP processing with the one-pin head (scheme B—Fig. 1b). Low-frequency generator
(50Hz, the vibration amplitude was of 10mm) is used additionally in scheme C (Fig. 1c) for constrained
vibration of flat samples (including welds) during the UIP processing, while the impact head is fixed.

The basic concept of the UIP of flat surfaces (scheme A) has been described in Ref. [18]. Briefly, in order to
treat some area of flat surface in the desirable regime one can choose the following parameters: (i) intensity of
ultrasound (the horn tip vibration amplitude), which will actually determine a magnitude of the vertical load
component during single impaction; (ii) either the rotation velocity of the impact head (scheme A—Fig. 1a) or
amplitude of low-frequency vibration of sample (scheme C—Fig. 1c), which will determine a magnitude of the
lateral load component during single impaction; (iii) the shift velocity of the whole acoustic system along the
surface (scheme A—Fig. 1a), which will actually determine both the quantity of impacts by the specific surface
area and the multidirectionality of impacts during processing.

Processing regimes for the UIP schemes used are listed in Table 1. The mechanical energy P injected per
impact [18,23,24] was chosen as a main parameter in order to normalize different UIP schemes. It can be
estimated considering the fact that pins acquire their kinetic energy (Ek) from the vibrating ultrasonic horn tip
(Eus) (vibration frequency fus and amplitude x), from the rotary motion of the impact head/sample (Er), or
from low-frequency vibration of sample (Elfv) (vibration frequency flfv and amplitude A) using the following
expression:

PðW=g=impactÞ ¼
f iEk

m
¼

f i

m
ðEus þ EaÞ �

f i

m
2p2f 2

usx
2mp þ Ea

� �
, (1)

where fiE370.5 kHz [24] is a frequency of impactions, m is a coefficient with the mass dimension, which takes
into account the correlation between the pin mass mp and the sample mass ms, Ea is an additional kinetic
energy, which can be evaluated for different cases as follows:

for rotation of head or sample ðschemes A or BÞ : Ea ¼ aðnpR�Þ2m�, (2a)

for low� frequency vibration of sample ðscheme CÞ : Ea ¼ 2p2f 2
lfvA2 ms, (2b)

where n is a swiftness of head/sample per second, asterisks at R* and m* indicate that Rh or Rs and mp or ms

should be chosen in appropriate case. Here Rh is the path radius of the pin motion (distance between pin and
the head rotation axis (Fig. 1a)) and Rs is the sample radius (Fig. 1b), a is equal to 1 in case of the sample
rotation or 2 otherwise.

Since the mechanical energy P injected per impact was purposely sustained equal, it was assumed that
processing conditions for samples of all types were similar. Besides, the energy dissipated during impact due to
plastic deformation [25] is supposed equal in all considered cases.

Low carbon steel (weld sample), AISI 321 stainless steel and different titanium alloys (VT1-0—close to CP
a-titanium Grade 7, VT6 and LCB—a+b and b titanium alloys, respectively) were chosen for studies. Flat
samples with dimensions 40� 20� 10mm were UIP-processed for further XRD and microhardness
Table 1

Description of the UIP regimes used

UIP

Scheme (as

in Fig. 1)

Horn

vibration

frequency,

fus (kHz)

Horn

vibration

amplitude,

x (mm)

Impact

frequency,

fi (kHz)

Sample

vibration

frequency,

flfv (Hz)

Sample

Vibration

amplitude,

A (mm)

Impact normal (901)

velocity, W? (m s�1)

Impact lateral velocity, WJ
(m s�1)

A — — WJ ¼ oh ¼ 2pnRh ¼ 5

B 21 20 370.5 — — W? ¼ Wus ¼ 2pfusx ¼ 5 WJ ¼ os ¼ 2pnRs ¼ 5

C 50 16 WJ ¼ Wlfv ¼ 2pflfvA ¼ 4.93
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measurements. Besides, plane-view foils of top surface layers were prepared for transmission electron
microscopy (TEM). The standard round-bar hourglass samples were UIP-treated for further evaluations of
the fatigue behavior. The UIP processing duration for the schemes used were chosen to provide similar
impacts quantity per the sample surface area, that is, PEconst.

2.2. Structure and fatigue behavior examination techniques

X-ray analysis was carried out using a DRON-4 diffractometer with Co Ka (for Ti alloys) and Fe Ka (for
steels) irradiations. Residual stresses s1+s2 in surface layer were estimated using the standard routine based
on determination of the lattice spacing change (s3 was assumed negligible). The micro-hardness was measured
using microhardometer PMT-3 at the Vickers’ diamond indenter load of 100 g.

TEM observations of structure in the top surface layers were carried out on microscope JEM 100 CX-II.
The plane-view TEM foils were obtained first by mechanical polishing on untreated side, it was then one-side
electro-polished using a twin-jet technique in a solution of 590ml CH3OH, 350ml C6H14O2 and 60ml HClO4

at a voltage of 23–25V and a temperature of �40 1C (only for Ti-alloys).
High cycle fatigue tests after the UIP were carried out in room-temperature air either using a rotary bending

fatigue-testing machine (Model: M1) at a cyclic frequency of 46Hz for VT1-0 Ti alloy or bending fatigue-
testing machine at a cyclic bending of 7Hz for welded samples of low carbon steel. These tests consist in the
fatigue life determination with constant stress amplitude.

2.3. Description of FE model

A 2-D FE model is built to calculate the single indent profile on the sample surface, which is impacted by a
rigid pin. The analysis is carried out by commercial FE code MSC.Marc 2005 [26]. The FE model consists of a
solid steel ball (ShKh15 steel) impacting the center of the annealed Al alloy plate section (Al-3Mg) with
dimensions of 20� 5mm2 at a velocity in vertical (901) direction W? ¼ 5m s�1 and a velocity in lateral
direction o ranged within interval o ¼ 0–10m s�1. The Young’s modulus, density and Poisson’s ratio are
220GPa, 7.87 g cm�3 and 0.3 for the steel ball, and 70GPa, 2.7 g cm�3 and 0.3 for the Al alloy plate,
respectively [27]. In simulation, the Al alloy plate is modeled as an elasto-plastic material with initial
compressive yield strength of 230MPa [27] and a power-law strain hardening behavior described by the
following true stress S—true strain e relationship:

S ¼ 393e0:12MPa: (3)

The steel ball is modeled as a rigid material because it is much harder (HB ¼ 6010MPa) than the annealed
Al alloy plate (HB ¼ 750MPa). All the nodes are free to move in X, Y directions except the nodes at the
bottom, which are fixed. The friction between pin and plate is not considered yet. The Al alloy plate is
assumed strain-rate insensitive. To ensure the calculation accuracy, the mesh in the region being impacted by
the ball is much finer than that in edge regions. The square elements’ dimensions in the impacted region are
0.03� 0.03mm.

3. Experimental results and discussions

The XRD analysis of AISI 321 stainless steel and VT1-0 alloy samples after the UIP reveals both
displacement and significant broadening of diffraction peaks in comparison with those for untreated samples.
The displacement of diffraction lines toward lower diffraction angles revealed is known to be equivalent to the
lattice spacing increase, which proves the compressive stress formation in the surface layer of as-peened
material. Increment of the diffraction peaks width is known to indicate both the diminution of the grains/
crystallites size and the lattice microstrains’ increase. No marked changes of phase composition in VT1-0 and
LCB alloys samples after the UIP were observed by the XRD analysis. The a-phase/b-phase fraction ratio was
changed only slightly in the VT6 alloy. On the contrary, the strain-induced martensitic phase (the volume
fraction up to 23%) is revealed in the UIP-processed samples of AISI 321 stainless steel.
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Fig. 2. Residual stresses (curves 1—&, 2—’) and Vickers’ microhardness (curves 3—W, 4—m) vs. the UIP processing duration for

AISI 321 stainless steel (2—’, 4—m) and a-titanium (VT1-0 alloy) (1—&, 3—n). Open rhombs (B) indicate residual stress magnitudes

for stainless steel processed by ultrasonic shot peening (Ref. [4]) and conventional shot peening (Ref. [34]).
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Dependences of residual stresses on the processing duration estimated by the XRD analysis are shown in
Fig. 2. Curves 1 and 2 indicate evolution of residual stresses in the top surface layer of the AISI 321 stainless
steel samples and the VT1-0 alloy samples, respectively. The maximum magnitude is achieved after processing
for 180 s in both materials, and then it slightly decreases supposedly because the deformation proceeds into
deeper layers. It leads to redistribution of residual stresses through deeper layers and, in turn, to reduction of
the compressive stresses’ magnitude in the top surface layer. Formation of residual compressive stresses within
a thin surface layer is known to be one of the most effective methods for improvement of the fatigue
performance [28]. It is due to the fact that surface tensile stresses of external origin are partially nullified and
reduced in magnitude by residual compressive stresses. Note, that namely the presence of processing-induced
surface compressive stresses (i.e. induced by heat treatment or shot-peening procedures) is the most traditional
explanation of the subsurface crack initiation (but not at the top surface) during cycling loading [1,2,28,29].
Besides, improved fatigue limit can be attributable to the ultra-fine grain structure in the top surface layer
[18,30,31].

An increased Vickers micro-hardness Hv after processing revealed for studied materials (Fig. 2, curves 3,4)
seems to be a result of compressive residual stresses and expected fine grain structure. Both materials
demonstrate maximum values (691MPa for a-Ti and 4.4GPa for AISI 321 steel) after similar processing
durations (about 180 s) that correlate well with minimum magnitudes of residual stresses calculated using the
XRD data. Thus, it is observed that Hv of VT1-0 alloy increases twice, while much durable Ti alloys
demonstrate lower hardness increase (LCB—about 40% and VT6—about 25%). Some softening of samples
occurred at higher extent of plastic strain could be explained either by possible slight heating of sample during
processing or by so called grain sliding effect. The latter becomes pronounced when the grain size diminishes
down to magnitude of about 10 nm [32], but hardening due to the dislocation mobility is known to reduce in
this case.

TEM has shown the significant grains’ refinement in the top surface layers (thickness is about 10–15 mm) of
as-peened samples (Fig. 3). Mainly nano-scale randomly oriented grains in the surface layer structure and
indicative rings on the diffraction patterns are visible. Structure of stainless steel is characterized by average
grains/crystallites size of 10–100 nm (Fig. 3a) and consists of austenitic grains and grains of the strain-induced
martensite [19]. The finest grain structure is observed after the UIP in a-titanium alloy (VT1-0), and grains/
crystallites size is lesser than about 10 nm (Fig. 3b). The UIP processing of a+b Titanium alloy (VT6) also
leads to formation of nano scale grains/crystallite structure in the top surface layer (grain size ranges within
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Fig. 3. TEM observations of the grain structure in the top surface layer (on the depth of about 10mm) of metallic materials after the UIP

with simultaneous shifting of sample for 4min: (a, b) AISI 321 stainless steel, (c, d) VT1-0 titanium alloy, (e, f) VT6 titanium alloy and

(g, h) LCB titanium alloy; (a, c, e, g) bright field images and (b, d, f, h) dark field images.
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interval 20–100 nm). Phase composition determined by the XRD analysis remains practically unchanged.
Refinement of the grain structure occurs also in b-titanium alloy (LCB), but to a lesser extent. Average grains/
crystallites size of 200 nm was revealed. Such peculiarities are compatible with the data reported in Ref. [31],
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which showed that fatigue response of metastable titanium alloys (such as LCB) to shot peening is significantly
less beneficial than that for a+b titanium alloys (for instance Ti–6Al–4V).

Obtained results indicate that the UIP can be considered as another powerful method for management of
surface properties. Beneficial characteristics of surface layers promoting the enhanced fatigue behavior can be
achieved by the UIP for relatively short periods of time in comparison with traditional surface treatment
techniques. The results of fatigue tests for samples processed both by the UIP and by other surface treatments
are listed in Table 2.

The most indicative results are obtained in this study for welded samples of low carbon steel (Fig. 4). The
TEM observations of structure in the top surface layer of the processed welded joint reveal the nano-scale
grain structure, and diffraction pattern is indicative in this sense (Fig. 4b). The fatigue behavior of as-welded
sample was examined first (Fig. 4a, curve 1), and the fatigue limit was determined. Then, the welded joint area
was processed by the UIP using scheme A (Fig. 1a, Table 1). Then, high cycle fatigue tests of processed sample
were carried out. Moreover, one series of fatigue samples was UIP-processed directly after welding (Fig. 4,
curve 2), but other series was UIP-processed after prior cycling up to 50% of as-welded sample fatigue life
(Fig. 4, curve 3). The latter samples demonstrate even more improved fatigue behavior than that processed
directly after welding. This feature can be explained by partial relaxation of tensile residual stresses in the
welded joint during preliminary cycling. The effect of the UIP becomes more pronounced after this prior
relaxation.

Evidently, the surface roughness should be considered as another important factor affecting to the fatigue
durability. Indeed, rough surface created by the SPD processing may induce stress concentration at specific
points, thereby facilitating the fatigue crack initiation. Indicative data are listed in Table 2, which describe the
Table 2

Fatigue performance of metallic materials after the surface treatment by different peening techniques

Material Peening

method,

processing

duration

(min)

Grain

structure in

surface layer

Dav (nm)

Surface

roughness, Ra

(mm)

Fatigue performance in

as-processed condition,

sa, MPa and N, cycles

Reliability

increment vs.

pristine Dsa

(MPa)

Refs.

316L stainless

steel

USP/SMATa,

30–60

20 — 380MPa at 2� 106 cycles 80MPa

(21%)

[30]

316L stainless

steel

UIPb, 4 20–30 2–3 — — Present work,

[19]

Low carbon

steel

USP/HESP,

30–180

23–33 — — — [5]

Low carbon

steel (weld)

UIP, 5 30–50 �10 185MPa at 2� 106 cycles 60MPa

(50%)

Present work

4340 Steel SPc, 90 — — 460MPa at 4� 106 cycles 57MPa

(14%)

[12]

VT1-0 (a-
titanium)

UIP, 4 o10 �2 307MPa at 1.5� 107

cycles

95MPa

(39%)

Present work,

[18]

VT1-0 (a-
titanium)

— — Electro-

polished

250MPa at 1� 106 cycles �80MPa

(�30%)

[22]

Micro-pitted

(hole

0.25mm)

170MPa at 1� 106 cycles

Ti6Al4V

a+b-Ti alloy
— �10000 Smooth 520MPa at 1� 106 cycles �170MPa

(�50%)

[20,21]

Pitted by

3mm shot

350MPa at 1� 106 cycles

aUSP/SMAT/HESP—ultrasonic shot peening/surface mechanical attrition treatment/high energy shot peening.
bUIP—ultrasonic impact peening.
cSP—shot peening.
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Fig. 4. Fatigue behavior of low carbon steel welds (a) and TEM bright field image of structure with diffraction pattern in top surface layer

of weld after the UIP (b): (1—.) in as-welded conditions, (2—J) after UIP processing directly after welding, (3—K) after the UIP

processing after prior cycling up to 50% of the fatigue life of as-welded sample.
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fatigue performance of smooth and notched or micro-pitted samples of CP-titanium (VT1-0 alloy) [22] and
even more durable a+b-titanium alloy (Ti6Al4V) [20,21].

Apparently, one should try to choose the processing regime providing the resulting surface roughness
magnitude to be as lower as possible. In this connection, we will demonstrate further that the UIP processing
proposed here allows obtaining the smoother surface relief in comparison with that after random repeated
impacts in almost vertical directions occurred at other peening methods.

Experimentally, the surface roughness of stainless steel samples was measured by profilometry after the UIP
processing (scheme A) during 60, 120 and 240 s. The resulting surface profiles are shown in Fig. 5(b–d) in
comparison with the initial state (Fig. 5a). An evolution of the measured arithmetic mean value Ra

characterizing surface roughness is shown in Fig. 5e, which indicates some qualitative similarity with such
dependence for the case of shot peening reported in Ref. [7]. The Ra magnitudes obtained in Ref. [7] are
slightly higher because the Al alloy was studied there. However, the dependence remains qualitatively the
same, namely the surface roughness increases sharply at the beginning stage of treatment, further it achieves
maximum value, and then it decreases and achieves some saturation magnitude. It should be noticed that the
time, which is necessary to saturation, is much lower for the UIP than that for the shot peening. This feature
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Fig. 5. Evolution of the surface roughness obtained by profilometry under the UIP processing: (a) surface profile of initial sample, (b, c, d)

surface profiles after the UIP with simultaneous shifting of the impact head for 60 s (b), 120 s (c) and 240 s (d), (e) dependence of the surface

roughness (the arithmetic-mean Ra value) on the processing duration measured experimentally from the stainless steel plate processed by

the UIP (curve 1 (J)) and the Al alloy plate impacted with 7.9mm WC/Co balls (curve 2 (’) is taken from Ref. [7]).
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becomes explainable if one consider the random character of impactions at shot peening, thus much time is
necessary to obtain the 100% coverage of the treated surface [7,25,33]. On the other hand, the UIP permits
producing more controllable processing regime [18], consisting in controllable magnitude of the lateral load
component during single impaction. The fact that lateral load component should lead to smoother surface
seems sufficiently evident. However, for accurate determination of optimum processing regime one should use
more accurate calculations, for example FEM analysis [7,25,33].

For this purpose a FE model is used in order to evaluate the indent contours formed on the AL alloy sample
surface after impaction by a rigid ball. Currently, FE model described in Section 2.3 is incapable to predict the
surface roughness evolution during the UIP processing. However, it evidently shows the distinct influence of
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Fig. 6. Equivalent plastic strain meshes for single indents modeled using FE code MSC Marc 2005: (a) impaction at vertical (901)

direction, (b) impaction at inclined (451) direction, (c) dependencies of the indent depth (’) and the indent width (&) on the lateral

velocity magnitude.
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the magnitude of the lateral load component operated during single impaction on the crater depth and width.
It is seen in Fig. 6, which shows the total equivalent plastic strain meshes for two cases. The first one (Fig. 6a)
is obtained for impaction in vertical (901) direction to the impacted surface, while the other one (Fig. 6b) is
obtained for impaction with simultaneous vertical and lateral load components. The mesh shown in Fig. 6b is
calculated at the load components ratio 50:50. The crater contours simulated for single impact indicate that
the shot with lateral load component (‘‘sliding’’ impaction) promotes a significantly larger plastic pile-up at
the exit side of the crater, whereas the vertical (901) shot results in the symmetric crater (and symmetric pile-
ups). Moreover, the depth of the crater formed at ‘‘sliding’’ impaction becomes smaller and its width increases,
when the magnitude of the lateral load component increases (Fig. 6c). Thus, in present simulation we have
observed features resembling to those obtained for the case of inclined shots reported in Refs. [20,21].

4. Summarizing remarks

This study shows that the UIP technique, which provides severe plastic deformation via repetitive ‘‘sliding’’
impacts, may produce a number of beneficial properties of surface layers in different metallic materials. They
are the following: (i) nanocrystalline structure (in a layer at least of about 10 mm thick); (ii) surface
compressive residual stresses (down to �700 and �1000MPa for AISI 321 stainless steel and a-titanium,
respectively); (iii) work hardening of the surface layer (Hv up to 4.4GPa and 691MPa for AISI 321 stainless
steel and a-titanium, respectively). These enhanced properties of the surface layer are shown to be attribute to
the obtained superior fatigue behavior of processed materials (including welded joints) during high-circle
fatigue tests.
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Besides, both profilometry and 2D FE simulations show that the UIP technique proposed may results in the
reduced surface roughness due to ‘‘sliding’’ impacts caused either by the purposeful impact head rotation or by
low-frequency vibrations of sample itself. The FE modeling based on the indentation of a rigid high-velocity
pin impacting an elasto-plastic surface also shows that the thickness of the deformed layer depends on the pin
lateral velocity.

Thus, the FE modeling in the conjunction with the microstructural analysis results shows that the optimal
pin lateral velocity can be chosen considering two competitive factors, namely the decreasing of the surface
roughness and diminution of thickness of the nanocrystalline surface layer. At the same time, the higher the
‘‘sliding’’ velocity of pin the lower the indent depth and the thinner the hardened nanocrystalline surface layer.
Moreover, the refinement of the surface structure down to nano-scale range may not be induced at all if the
impacted energy of pins is not large enough due to excessively high lateral velocity.

However, the FE model requires further debugging for 3D case in order to determine the surface roughness
evolution with the treatment time and to obtain more reliable predictions.
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